The formation energy of the interface between face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close packed (hcp) structures is a key parameter in determining the stacking fault energy (SFE) of fcc metals and alloys using thermodynamic calculations. Often the contribution of the planar fault energy to the SFE has the same order of magnitude as the bulk part, and thus the lack of a precise information about it can become the limiting factor in thermodynamic predictions. Here, we differentiate between the actual interfacial energy for the coherent fcc(111)/hcp(0001) interface and the "pseudo-interfacial energy" that enters the thermodynamic expression for the SFE. Using first-principles calculations, we determine the coherent and pseudo-interfacial energies for six elemental metals (Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt, and Au) and for three paramagnetic Fe-Cr-Ni alloys.
Introduction
In metals with face-centered cubic structure, dislocations can dissociate into two Shockley partial dislocations connected by a faulted ribbon. The most often observed fault is the intrinsic stacking fault (ISF).
Assuming infinite separation between the two partials, an ideal ISF is obtained by removing a single close packed fcc (111) layer from the perfect fcc matrix. The stacking fault energy γ (SFE) is the excess energy needed to form an ISF. SFE has been recognized as an important parameter controlling the mechanical properties of fcc metals and alloys. The magnitude of the SFE determines the width of the partial dislocations and thus is of primary importance in many aspects of plasticity related to the dislocation mediated behaviors. The twining induced plasticity (TWIP) mechanism has been associated with the SFE. According to semi-empirical correlations, [1] small SFE favors twinning, whereas large SFE leads to narrowly dissociated or undissociated dislocations and thus dislocation glide is favored. Very small or negative SFE is known to be responsible for the transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) mechanism. The critical SFE values separating the TRIP/TWIP/slip regimes in engineering alloys vary significantly. [2] [3] [4] One possible reason behind these uncertainties is the typical large errors associated with the available SFE data.
The stacking fault energy is an intrinsic material property that can in principle be measured by carefully designed experiments. However, being a very small energy (usually of order of 10-100 mJm −2 ) the accurate determination is very difficult and the reported experimental data often carries very large error bars. [5] [6] [7] During the last decades several theoretical methods have been developed and employed in establishing more reliable SFE databases. A very powerful method is based on thermodynamic approach. In the popular model proposed by Olson and Cohen [8] (also named as volumetric model), the stacking fault is treated as a two-layers embryo with the hexagonal close packed structure embedded in the fcc matrix. Accordingly, the SFE of an infinitely large stacking fault may formally be expressed as
where ∆G hcp−fcc is the difference in Gibbs free energies of equilibrium hcp and fcc phases, ρ is the molar surface density (mol m −2 ) of the (111) atomic layer. σ * is usually considered as the fcc/hcp interfacial energy and the 2σ * term in Eq. (1) accounts for the two interfaces between the hcp embryo and the fcc matrix. This interfacial energy may however differ significantly from the coherent fcc/hcp interfacial energy (σ) since in the above model of the stacking fault the hcp embryo has only two layers and the two fcc/hcp interfaces are likely to interact with each other. Additionally, in the thermodynamic calculations, hcp phase is often assumed at equilibrium state, while in the coherent interface calculations, the hcp structure may have a quite different c/a due to the coherent strain. In that respect, in Eq. (1) all differences between the true stacking fault and the "embryo" model are included in the interfacial energy σ * . [8] Because of that in the following we refer to σ * as the pseudo-interfacial energy to distinguish it from the true coherent interfacial energy σ of fcc/hcp.
No direct measurements of σ * are available. Instead, various efforts have been put forward to estimate σ * indirectly via Eq. (1) utilizing the measured SFE. For homogeneous Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, Olson and Cohen [8] using the calculated Gibbs free energies and the measured stacking fault energies [9] on the difference in Gibbs energies of the fcc and hcp phases. In particular, the Gibbs energy of the hcp phase, which has no precise description due to its thermodynamical instability, significantly influences the estimated σ * . [4] In practice, the pseudo-interfacial energy in thermodynamic calculations is often treated as an adjustable parameter to bring the theoretical SFE values in line with the observed deformation mechanisms. [3] Because of these difficulties, the effectiveness of the thermodynamic SFE models is limited.
Ab initio quantum mechanical modeling is an alternative approach to determine the SFE. Recently, it was employed to study the SFE in transition metal alloys and stainless steels. [11] [12] [13] [14] First-principles methods were also used to compute the interfacial energies. Following the volumetric model, one can increase the thickness of the hcp layers embedded in the fcc matrix from 2, corresponding to one ISF, to 2n describing n consecutive stacking faults or equivalently two fcc/hcp interfaces separating the fcc and hcp parts of the layered system. A similar model was recently adopted by Rosalie et al., when studying the fcc/hcp phase interface in Al-Ag-Cu alloys. [15] To the first order approximation, whether an atomic layer belongs to fcc or hcp phase depends on the stacking sequences of its two nearest neighboring layers. Namely, a layer having the two nearest neighbors with identical stacking sequence belongs to the hcp phase, otherwise it belongs to the fcc phase. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 . In panel (a), showing the situation for n = 2, we have marked the positions of the hcp/fcc interfaces when the system is considered as an hcp embryo embedded in fcc phase; and the position of stacking fault when the system is considered as fcc phase with one stacking fault. At the interfaces there are critical layers (marked by asterisk) which might erroneously be considered as belonging to the hcp phase. However, these layers have two different nearest neighbor layers (corresponding to local fcc packing) and thus should not be taken as being energetically equivalent to the hcp layers. [15] Lee et al. recently calculated the interfacial energy of fcc Fe(111)/hcp Fe(0001) using ab initio methods. [16] They obtained an unreasonable interfacial energy (-241 mJ m −2 ) compared to the commonly cited values (5-27 mJ m −2 ). However, carefully examining their interfacial structure, one finds that they placed the hcp/fcc interface at "...ABCABC|ABAB..." instead of the correct position "...ABCABCA|BAB...". Therefore one fcc layer was erroneously taken as hcp layer, which resulted in the calculated "interfacial energy" containing an additional energy difference between the fcc and hcp phases scaled by the interface area A, i.e., (E fcc − E hcp )/A.
The above analysis is solely based on the stacking sequence from the structural point of view. There is no composition difference between the two sides of the interface. In cases where the composition of the precipitate deviates from that of the matrix, it may look straightforward to define the phase interface as the composition interface. However, the situation could be more complicated, such as in the case of the hcp/fcc interface in Al-Ag alloys. Recent study showed that for precipitates with thickness of 1-3 stacking faults, the thickness of the Ag-enriched region is considerably wider than the size of the hcp region indicating that the phase interface is more likely a structural interface in the Ag-enriched alloys. For precipitates with ≥ 6 stacking faults, the Ag-enriched zone was approximately equal to the width of the hcp region, indicating that the interface is a combination of structural and compositional interfaces. [15] The interphase energies of hcp/fcc interfaces in Ag-Al alloys were studied by Finkenstadt et al. to understand the large aspect ratio experimentally found for hcp precipitates.
[17] The interfacial energy they got was 15-10 mJ m −2 . The interfaces were placed between pure fcc Al and hcp phase which is composed of alternating Al/Ag layers.
However, the two interfaces in their model supercell were not symmetric and did not follow the definition of the structural interface between fcc and hcp phases, as discussed above.
In the present work, we study the coherent interfacial energies for the fcc(111)/hcp(0001) interfaces and the pseudo-interfacial energies in homogeneous metals and alloys. We employ an ab initio total energy method that can account for alloying effects, so that the approach can easily be extended to solid solutions.
Our approach avoids the ambiguous alloying configuration that might lead to segregation or partitioning.
We calculate the interface energies for pure fcc metals (Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt and Au) and a few Fe-Cr-Ni alloys which represent the main building block of austenitic stainless steels. The coherent interfacial energy is calculated with respect to the number of hcp layers and the pseudo-interfacial energy is calculated according to the thermodynamic expression for SFE (Eq. (1)) using the calculated SFE values by the supercell model.
We demonstrate that there is a significant difference between the true and the pseudo-hcp/fcc interfacial energies. The large discrepancies originate from the actual definitions based on different reference structures.
4
The rest of the paper is divided into two main sections and a conclusion. In Section 2, we introduce the models used for calculating the interfacial energies and give the calculation details. The results are presented and discussed in Section 3. The paper ends with conclusions.
Methodology
In the present work, we employ two methods for calculating the stacking fault energy and the interfacial energy of the fcc(111)/hcp(0001) interface. The first method is based on a supercell model and provides a direct access to the interfacial energy as a function of layer thickness. The second approach maps the total energy into layer-layer interaction parameters offering a more straightforward insight into the mechanisms governing the interfacial energy in metals and alloys. This latter approach may be related to the thermodynamic model for calculating the SFE.
Supercell model
To calculate the coherent interfacial energy, we build a series of supercells containing fcc/hcp interfaces with various number of fcc (111) Using the total energy F fcc/hcp (m, n) of the mfcc+nhcp supercell, the interfacial energy may be calculated
where F 0 fcc is the equilibrium total energy of the fcc lattice (per atom). F SC hcp is the total energy of the constrained hcp lattice (per atom), which usually is larger than the actual equilibrium hcp energy
2 0 is the area of interface and the factor of 2 stands for the two interfaces present in the supercell.
5
For a large enough m, the interfacial energy should converge with increasing n towards a constant value representing the coherent fcc/hcp phase interface energy (σ).
For n = 0, the interfacial energy is obviously zero. For n = 2, the supercell has two hcp layers which can also be viewed as one intrinsic stacking fault. Hence, the intrinsic stacking fault energy may be computed from the present (m, 2) supercell energy as
With increasing fcc layer thickness (m → ∞) the above SFE converges to the true SFE γ.
In the present application, the number of fcc layers was chosen to be 9 (m = 9) which was found to be large enough to remove the interaction due to the periodic boundary conditions. The number of hcp layers, on the other hand, was increased from 0 to 8 with an increment of 2. The interfacial energy is usually a very small quantity and it is very sensitive to the numerical details used in the ab initio calculations. In order to keep the numerical noises at minimum, the fcc energy entering Eq. (2) was calculated from the energy of 9fcc+0hcp supercell as F 0 fcc = F fcc/hcp (9, 0)/9. The energy of the distorted hcp phase was evaluated from the difference between the total energies of the (9, 8) and (9, 6) 
We notice that computing F SC hcp from the (9, 8) and (9, 4) supercells leads to very similar results as those presented here.
We studied the effect of relaxation of the interface separation between the fcc and hcp parts of the supercell λ fcc/hcp and found that the fully relaxed layer separation is very close to the average value of the interlayer separations of fcc(111) and hcp(0001) layers. Therefore, in order to reduce the computational load, for all supercells we used λ fcc/hcp ≈ (λ 0 fcc + λ hcp )/2. We also noticed that relaxing the topmost hcp interlayer distance λ topmost hcp is important especially when n is small.
Axial Interaction Model
The stacking fault energy and the interfacial energy may be estimated using of the axial interaction model (AIM) [13, 18, 19] . Within this model, along the [111] direction, a particular stacking sequence of the close-packed (111) planes can be mapped by a set of variable S i , where i is the layer index. S i may take two possible values: +1 if the layer at site (i+1) follows the ideal fcc stacking sequence, else a value of −1 is assigned. Thus, the energy of a structure with a particular stacking sequence can be expanded as
where the sums run over the atomic layers. J 0 is the energy per unit cell in one layer if the interactions between layers are disregarded. J 1 , J 2 , ... are the nearest-neighbor, next nearest-neighbor, etc., interaction 6 parameters between layers. O(J 4 ) stands for the contribution from the higher order terms. Using this expression, the energies of an intrinsic stacking fault, hcp and double hexagonal close-packed (dhcp) structures relative to the fcc phase can be expressed as
Here the superscript δ expresses the fact that the corresponding energies are not the equilibrium values.
Keeping the interactions up to the third order in Eq. (5) (i.e. neglecting J 4 and all higher order terms), for the SFE we get
This third order AIM expression was adopted by Vitos et al. [5, [11] [12] [13] in the case of paramagnetic steel alloys and it was found to lead to SFE values in good agreement with the experimental results. Truncating
Eq. (5) after the first order (i.e. neglecting J 2 and all higher order terms), leads to
which is the lowest order approximation for the SFE in terms of interaction parameters.
It is important to realize that when the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants are fixed to those of the ideal fcc lattice, F 0 fcc in Eqns. (5-7) represents the equilibrium fcc total energy, but the other energies do not necessarily correspond to the equilibrium values for the respective structure. That is because Eq. (4) does not make difference whether an interaction J i is in fcc, hcp or dhcp matrix. Because of that the AIM cannot account for layer relaxation or magnetic effect which may differ for different packing sequences. This is a shortcoming of the AIM and should be taken into consideration when comparing the AIM predictions with the direct calculations using a supercell technique. In particular, F We recall that in Eq. (1), the SFE is expressed as twice the free energy difference between the equilibrium hcp and fcc phases plus twice the pseudo-interfacial energy σ * . Thus using Eq. (7), we arrive at
Here γ (6) 7 and (8) we may infer that when δ is small, the pseudo-interfacial energy is in fact a correction term from the second and higher order layer interactions to γ (1) within the AIM framework. This happens when the equilibrium hcp lattice has similar volume as the fcc lattice and ideal hexagonal axial ratio.
Using the AIM, one may establish a simple relation based on the structural energy differences in Eq. (5) that can be used to estimate the pseudo-interfacial energy. Making the approximation that γ (3) equals the true SFE γ, from Eqns. (6) and (7) we get
This expression includes interlayer interactions up to the third order (J 3 ). We notice that for most of the metals F δ dhcp is close to the equilibrium dhcp energy F 0 dhcp . The first term in the right hand side of Eq. (9) givesσ * (3) ≡ σ * (3) − 2δ/A. This quantity may be considered a reasonable approximation to the pseudo-interfacial energy in Eq.
(1) when δ is negligible.
Total energy method
The total energies were calculated using the exact muffin-tin orbitals (EMTO) method [20, 21] in combination with the coherent potential approximation (CPA). [22, 23] The EMTO-CPA approach is an appropriate tool for describing systems with chemical disorder. Spin-polarized calculations were performed for
Ni. In the self-consistent calculations, the one-electron equations were solved within the scalar-relativistic approximation and soft-core scheme. However, for the three Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, we adopted the frozen-core scheme in order to be able to compare the present results with previous theoretical values [11] . The Green function for the valence states was calculated for 16 complex energy points. In the muffin-tin basis set we included s, p, d and f orbitals. The k-point mesh was carefully tested and we used 1000-2000 uniformly distributed k-points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for fcc, hcp and dhcp structures, and 363 k-points for the supercells. With these numerical parameters, the interfacial energy converges within an error of ∼ 1 mJ m −2 (corresponding approximatively to ∼ 0.05 mRy error in the structural energy differences). For the exchange-correlation functional the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof was employed. The paramagnetic state of Fe-Cr-Ni alloys were modeled within the disordered local magnetic moment picture. [24] All calculations were performed at static (0 K) conditions.
Results and discussions

Interfacial and stacking fault energies of fcc metals
Using the present total energy method, first we calculated the equilibrium lattice constants of six fcc metals: Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt, and Au. For each system, the total energies were computed for five volumes around the expected equilibrium value and a Morse type of function [25] was fitted to extract the equilibrium lattice constant. Results are listed in Table 1 together with former theoretical [26] and experimental values 8 [27]. The present predictions are in excellent agreement with previous theoretical values and they are also close to the experimental data.
In Table 1 , we compare the equilibrium distance between the (111) layers for the fcc lattice (λ 0 fcc ) and those between the (0001) layers for the hcp lattice (λ hcp ). These hcp lattices are relaxed by constraining the in-plane lattice parameters to those of the fcc lattices, i.e., a hcp = √ 2/2a 0 . For each mono-atomic metal considered here, the equilibrium atomic volume of the fully relaxed hcp lattice is slightly larger than the fcc equilibrium volume and the corresponding equilibrium c hcp /a hcp is also larger than 8/3 (ideal value).
Thus when stretching the hcp(0001) facet to match the fcc(111) facet, the resulting equilibrium inter-layer distance of the constrained hcp lattice remains slightly larger than the ideal value, i.e., λ hcp > λ 0 fcc (Table  1 ). In the following, all supercells for interfacial energy calculations are built using the lattice parameters from Table 1 , (see Section 2.1).
The calculated interfacial energies for the present elemental fcc metals are listed in Table 2 . We notice that the interfacial energy is very sensitive to the numerical noises and thus special care must be taken when performing the calculations. For all metals considered here, the variations of σ(9, n) with increasing number of hcp layers are of the order of our numerical errors. Within these limits, one may conclude that the dependence of the interfacial energy on the number of stacking fault layers is weak. For Cu, Ag and Au, the interfacial energies are very small, the absolute values being close to the present error bars. For Al, Ni and Pt, on the other hand, the absolute values of σ(9, n) are surprisingly large. For all metals in Table 2 , the converged interfacial energies are negative. Hence, relative to the fcc ground state and the layer-relaxed hcp lattice, the coherent fcc/hcp interfaces are stable.
Considering the lattice mismatch, we find that for all metals in Table 2 , the absolute value of the relative difference between the equilibrium hcp lattice parameter in the (0001) plane (a 0 hcp , not shown) and that of the fcc lattice in the (111) plane ( √ 2/2a 0 ) is below 0.8%. In particular, for Ni and Ag, the relative difference between the in-plane lattice parameters is around 0.05%. It means that for these metals the hcp slab in the 9 On the other hand, the large variation of σ(9, n) as we scan the present simple metal (Al), the 3d (Ni, Cu), 4d (Ag) and 5d (Pt, Au) transition metals indicates the importance of the chemistry around the planar fault.
In order to verify the present predictions for the interfacial energy, we carried out a set of independent supercell calculations for Al and Cu using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [28, 29] . In these additional calculations, the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was considered to describe electronic exchange and correlations [30] . The interactions between valence electrons and ionic were treated within the projector augmented wave (PAW) basis [31, 32] . The energy cut-off for the plane basis expansion was set to 600 eV for both metals. A 27 × 27 × 3 k-points mesh with the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [33] was used to sample the Brillouin zone (BZ) for calculation of σ(12, n). The structural relaxations, considering atomic position and length of c-axis with fixed lateral lattice constant, were performed with the Methfessel-Paxton smearing method [34] with 0.2 eV smearing width, then the total energy for given structure was obtained by tetrahedron method [35] . Since interfacial energies are very small values, we calculated the total energy with high precision, which was converged to 10 −7 eV/atoms.
The theoretical equilibrium lattice constants for fcc Al and Cu from VASP calculations are 4.040 and 3.635Å, which are in good agreement with the present EMTO results. We computed the interfacial energies according to Eq. (2), with m = 12 and various n. The interfacial energies for Al calculated with VASP and EMTO are presented in Figure 2 . The results obtained with the two methods converge gradually to similar values, with a difference less than 1 mJm −2 . Since for Cu, the interfacial energy is very small, in Figure 2 , we show the difference σ Al (m, n) − σ Cu (m, n). Again, the VASP results for Cu are almost identical to the EMTO results. Notice that in VASP calculations, the inter-layer distances are fully relaxed, compared to the local relaxations performed in the EMTO calculations. The agreement between these two sets of data reflects the reliability of the present method.
Next we turn to the stacking fault energies. The present (9, 2) supercells are used in connection with Eq.
(3) to find the stacking fault energy of the present fcc metals. The results are collected in Table 2 . Our γ values are in good agreement with the previous theoretical results [36, 37] and also with the limited number of experimental data [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
Using the equilibrium hcp (F gives twice the pseudo-interfacial energy σ * . The results are listed in Table 3 . We find that σ * is almost zero for Cu and Ag, and intermediate for Ni and Au. The σ * values for Al and Pt are the largest (in absolute value) among the present metals and both of them are negative.
Furthermore, except for Cu and perhaps Ag, the present σ * values differ significantly from the σ(9, n) values listed in Table 2 . The reason is that the lattice constraint at the fcc(111)/hcp(0001) interface increases the reference hcp total energy substantially relative to the equilibrium hcp energy. The lattice constraint does not influence σ(9, n) but pops up directly in σ * . That is because in Eq. (1), ∆G hcp−f cc refers to the energy difference between two lattices in equilibrium. Thus we suggest that the hcp lattice relaxation effect is primarily responsible for the large difference obtained between σ * and σ(9, n). One may expect that "omitting" the lattice relaxation term would in principle fully remove this disagreement. However, associating the difference between F SC hcp and F 0 hcp merely to lattice strain given by the coherent interface could be misleading since F SC hcp as extracted from the supercell energies can contain additional terms due to the finite size effects (e.g., interaction between consecutive fcc/hcp interfaces).
For reference, in Table 3 , we also list results obtained using the AIM introduced in Section 2.2. Comparing to the supercell results, the first order AIM (γ (1) ) gives acceptable SFE values for Ni, Cu, Ag and Au (within ∼5% error), but strongly overestimates those for Al and Pt (by more than ∼ 15%). The third order AIM (γ (3) ) somewhat improves the SFE results, especially for Al, but |γ − γ (3) | for Pt still remains large 33.5 mJm −2 (corresponding approximately to 11% error). To reach better agreement for Pt, one may need to keep more terms in Eq. (5) since previous ab initio study indicates that the stacking fault in Pt induces longer perturbation in the electronic structures than in other elemental metals. [44] Sticking to the 3rd order AIM approximation, one can use Eq. (9) to estimate the pseudo-interfacial energy σ * (3) . The accuracy of this approximation should be quite high when γ (3) ≈ γ. Indeed, the quoted figures in Table 3 represent a reasonable approximation for most of the metals considered here: the differences between σ * (3) and σ * being close to the errors of the calculations. Exception is Pt, for which σ * (3) is surprisingly far from the "true" σ * value. This is due to the fact that for Pt the 3rd order AIM fails to reproduce the SFE of the supercell model. In Table 3 , we also present the AIM estimates for the interfacial energy by excluding the lattice distortion effect (i.e., dropping the 2δ/A term in Eq. (9)). The reason for testing such simplified formula is that within the 3rd order AIM approximation we have σ * (3) −2δ/A = 2J 2 /A, i.e. the interfacial energy is give by the second order nearest-neighbor layer interaction parameter J 2 . For most of the metals 2J 2 /A gives a plausible estimate for the interfacial energy. However, for Au, where the 3rd order AIM is accurate, neglecting 2δ/A in Eq. (9) worsens the agreement between σ * (3) and σ * . In application, AIM is often used in connection with hcp and dhcp structural energies obtained for lattices constrained within the (0001) plane but relaxed along the < 111 > direction. [11, 13] We refer to this scheme as the relaxed AIM (r-AIM) approximation. Notice that similar hcp structures are used here to build the inner part of the hcp slab within the (m, n) supercells. To test this scheme for the present systems, in Table 3 we list the stacking fault energies and interfacial energies obtained within the r-AIM approximation (numbers in parentheses). Since lattice relaxation lowers the hcp and dhcp energies, the corresponding stacking fault energies also become smaller and eventually closer to the supercell SFE results (except for Au). The interfacial energies obtained from r-AIM γ (3) are slightly smaller than the original values. Nevertheless, since relaxation decreases δ, σ * (3) and σ * (3) − 2δ/A (numbers in parenthesis in the last two rows of Table 3 ) remain close to each other within the r-AIM scheme.
3.2.
Interfacial and stacking fault energies of Fe 1−x−y Cr x Ni y alloys
In this section, we apply the previously developed and tested model to three Fe 1−x−y Cr x Ni y alloys. We start from a 20% Cr and 20%Ni bearing ternary alloy and then first lower the amount of Cr to 13.5% and then the amount of Ni to 16%. By that, we can differentiate between the alloying effect of Cr and Ni on the stacking fault energy and interfacial energy of Fe-Cr-Ni alloy.
First we computed the equilibrium lattice parameter and equilibrium interlayer distance for the fcc and constrained hcp structures, respectively. The results are collected in Table 4 . We find that within the present approximation, the effects of Cr and Ni on the equilibrium lattice parameters of fcc and hcp structures are negligible (results for hcp not shown). For these alloys, the equilibrium atomic volume of the fully relaxed hcp lattice is slightly smaller than that of fcc and the corresponding equilibrium c hcp /a hcp is also smaller than 8/3 (ideal value). Hence, when matching coherently the hcp(0001) facet to fcc(111) facet, the layerrelaxed distorted hcp lattice should have smaller inter-layer separation as compared to the ideal value, i.e., λ hcp < λ 0 fcc ( Table 4 ). The calculated interfacial energies σ(9,n) for the three Fe-Cr-Ni alloys are listed in Table 5 . Similarly 13 [12, 13] .
to the mono-atomic systems, the variations of σ(9, n) with increasing number of hcp layers are of the order of our numerical errors. For all three alloys, the converged interfacial energies are small and negative, with absolute values larger than the present error bars. Considering σ(9, n) with n ≥ 4, one may conclude that both Cr and Ni addition to Fe-Cr-Ni alloys increases the interfacial energy. However, these alloying induced changes in σ(9, n) are very small and thus the trends should be considered with precaution.
The present (9, 2) supercells are used in connection with Eq. (3) to find the stacking fault energies of Fe-Cr-Ni alloys. The results are listed in Table 6 . Our γ values are in good agreement with the previous theoretical results [11, 12] and also with the limited number of experimental data. [46] [47] [48] Chromium is found to decrease the SFE and Ni slightly increase it, which is in line with the previous theoretical predictions. [11] [12] [13] Table 6 , also shows the stacking fault energies obtained within the AIM and r-AIM (numbers in parentheses). It is interesting to notice that for the present mono-atomic systems (Table 3) both the 1st and 3rd order AIM SFE values (γ (1) and γ (3) ) are larger than γ. For Al, Ni, Cu and Pt, the relaxed 1st order approximation (γ
0 ) remains also above γ. The situation is very different for the steel alloys in Table 6 , for which we have γ For the present paramagnetic steel alloys, the 3rd order AIM performs reasonably well. Namely, the absolute difference between γ (3) and γ is less than ∼6%, and most importantly, the alloying effects on the SFE predicted by the two methods are the same. In consequence, the interfacial energies σ * (3) computed from the 3rd order AIM expression Eq. (9) are also close to σ * . It is important to note that the trend of σ * is also well reproduced by the 3rd order AIM. However, when we omit the lattice distortion effect (2δ/A), the performance of AIM for predicting the pseudo-interfacial energy is to large extend destroyed.
Unlike for the mono-atomic systems in Table 3 , in the case of steel alloys adopting the r-AIM scheme does not improve the agreement between the supercell and AIM results. The resulted composition dependence of the SFE is the same, but the corresponding SFE values are further underestimated compared to the supercell results.
Conclusions
First-principles calculations have been performed to determine the stacking fault energy and the fcc(111)/hcp (0001) interfacial energy for six elemental metals and three paramagnetic Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, which form the basis building block of austenitic stainless steels. For all systems, the predicted SFE results are in good agreement with the previous theoretical values and the available experimental data, confirming the accuracy of the present approach. The calculated interfacial energy, however, depends strongly on the reference structures.
We define the interfacial energy that enters the thermodynamical SFE calculations as the pseudo-interfacial energy (σ * ) with the equilibrium hcp and fcc structures as reference states. σ * is calculated according to the thermodynamical expression for SFE (Eq. (1)) using the calculated SFE from our supercell model. The results show that the coherent interfacial energy differs significantly from the pseudo-interfacial energy.
For all elemental metals and Fe-Cr-Ni alloys considered here, the coherent interfacial energy (σ(9, n)) defined as the excess energy at the coherent interface between semi-infinite fcc and hcp slabs is small or negative. On the other hand, the pseudo-interfacial energy shows a large variation as we go from simple metal Al, to transition metals (Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt and Au) and transition metal alloys (Fe-Cr-Ni), which indicates that the σ * strongly depends on chemistry. Our predicted pseudo-interfacial energies for the Fe-Cr-Ni alloys agree well with commonly quoted values in the literature.
The accuracy of the often employed Axial Interaction Model has also been scrutinized. Whenever the 3rd order AIM performs well for SFE it also predicts the pseudo-interfacial energy σ * with sufficient high accuracy. This is the case for Fe-Cr-Ni alloys, Cu, Ag and Au, and to lesser extend for Al and Ni. However, the 3rd order AIM fails for Pt, which might be cured by including further axial interactions to capture the large negative σ * value. No significant improvement is found when comparing the relaxed-AIM to the original AIM approximation.
